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Kenway Consulting to Present at the 
2019 MDM & Data Governance Chicago Summit  

 
CHICAGO, Wednesday, July 3, 2019 – Kenway Consulting announced today its participation in 
the 2019 MDM & Data Governance Chicago Summit, presented by Information Management. 
The three-day conference will take place from Wednesday, July 10 through Friday, July 12 at the 
Marriott Marquis Chicago.   
 
The MDM & Data Governance Summit is the data industry's leading event and provides an 
opportunity for the data management community to engage with like-minded peers and learn from 
experts at the forefront of the industry. 
 
Kenway Management Consultant Jeanne-Marie Daly will co-present “Challenges Overcome & 
Lessons Learned from an Eight-Year Master Data Journey” with Northern Trust Senior Vice 
President and Head of Master Data Management George Skordilis.  Their 45-minute session will 
take place on Thursday, July 11, beginning at 10:55 a.m. 
 
Daly and Skordilis will look back on their shared eight-year MDM adventure and discuss common 
pitfalls to avoid when embarking on an MDM journey, people and process considerations, and 
ideas for collaborating with Data Governance. 

 
For more information on the 2019 MDM & Data Governance Chicago Summit, 
visit https://www.information-management.com/conference/mdmchicago-2019 . 
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About Kenway Consulting  
Kenway Consulting is a Chicago-based management and technology consulting firm whose entire reason for existence is to help 
companies and its employees. Founded in 2004 on the principles of being good and being truthful, Kenway’s set of Guiding 
Principles steer each employee’s decision-making process and center on integrity, quality, value and respect. The company 
focuses on the means and not the outcomes, always in line with these Guiding Principles, and always with integrity as its 
cornerstone. Kenway strives to provide all clients with unmatched quality and service, and specializes in the areas of Project 
Lifecycle, Enterprise Transformation and Information Insight.  
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